Ahstract-A recent study has introduced a new spread spec trum waveform based on filter bank multicarrier techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
High frequency (HF) links are among the most difficult elec tromagnetic wireless channels when deployed for transmission of digital data. These channels exhibit broad variations both in delay and Doppler spread. They range from benign channels with one nearly stationery path spread over a fraction of a millisecond to disturbed channels with multiple paths spread over a few milliseconds and Doppler spreads of as large as a few tens of Hertz.
Traditionally, HF digital communication channels have been allocated a bandwidth of 3 kHz, what has been inherited from the single side-band channels that were developed in the early days of voice communications over HF channels. Recently wideband communications have been an area of focus in HF band research and development. The main motivation for wider bandwidth HF waveforms has been to achieve higher data rates [1] . Another application of wide bandwidth HF is spread spectrum communication. Spread spectrum is used for situations where stealthy and robust communications are required. A robust waveform is necessary and important to deal with the broad spectrum of the HF channels, ranging from benign to highly disturbed channels.
Direct sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) is the most widely used and obvious candidate for spread spectrum com munications. There are several existing DS-SS waveforms defined for the HF band. STANAG 4415 [2] is a 75 bits/second DS-SS waveform that is designed to work in harsh HF envi ronments. This waveform can tolerate 10 ms delay spread and 50 Hz Doppler spread at low SNR [3] . MIL-STD-188-11OC appendix D is a standard that defines HF band waveforms that have bandwidths between 3 and 24 kHz [4] . Waveform ID # 0 in this standard scales the STANAG 4415 waveform to wider bandwidths. The widest bandwidth waveform is 24 kHz and has a 600 bits/second data rate.
This paper considers an alternative spread spectrum technol ogy referred to as filter bank multicarrier spread spectrum (FB MC-SS). This waveform was recently presented in [5] and [6] and is based on filtered multitone (FMT) modulation, [7] . One immediate benefit of FB-MC-SS over DS-SS is significantly superior performance when the communication channel is subject to a partial band interference, [6] , [8] , [9] . When noise is broad band, the study performed in [10] has shown that FB-MC-SS and DS-SS have comparable performance, if the receivers have perfect knowledge of the channel.
Traditional MC-SS techniques use a multicarrier modulation format similar to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). In the literature, these are typically called MC-SS techniques, [11] . However, one may note that the poor side lobes of the OFDM prototype filter (a rectangular window) limit the performance of OFDM-based MC-SS systems when they are subject to narrow/partial band interference.
The filter bank approach that we follow in this paper has also been noted by a number of other researchers, e.g., [5] , [6] , [8] , [9] , [12] , [13] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no report that studies the performance of FB-MC-SS in HF channels. In this paper, we take the broad band HF channel model that has been suggested in [14] and apply that to a study of performance of FB-MC-SS over very broad band HF channels with bandwidth as large as 200 kHz. This study is motivated by our goals to have a waveform that
• can be detected and decoded when it is received at a sub-noise level, at a level as low as 20 dB below noise level.
• can coexist with other radio activities over the same spectrum, have minimum interference to them, and can mask them in the detection process.
• offers a very low probability of detection and interception.
• assures reliable communication at almost all times, i.e., in all conditions of HF channels.
• can be implemented with an affordable complexity, using polyphase signal processing blocks.
• can be designed for low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), thus allow use of cheaper power amplifiers at the transmitter.
• can operate over wide bandwidths for frequency diversity gain. Our study in this paper reveals that all these goals are achievable through the FB-MC-SS signaling.
This paper is organized as follows. The wideband HF channel model is described in Section II. The FB-MC-SS waveform is reviewed in Section III and a PAPR optimization algorithm is given in IV. The receiver design is given in V. Simulation results are presented in Section VI. Several brief comparisons with DS-SS are made in VII and finally the conclusions are given in Section VIII.
Notations: Our presentation is a mix of continuous-time and discrete-time signals. We use x(t) when reference is made to a continuous time signal, and x[n] when referring to a discrete time signal.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
The most widely used HF propagation model is the Watter son channel [15] , [16] . This model assumes that the channel only has a few resolvable multipath components. This assump tion is reasonable for traditional HF waveforms that have a 3 kHz bandwidth, but for wider bandwidth HF channels this assumption often will not be valid. In [14] a wideband HF channel model is given. This channel model assumes that there are many resolvable multipath components. The next few paragraphs summarize this wide band HF propagation model which we refer to as WB-HF channel.
The general equation that relates the input, x(t), and the output, y(t), of a time varying channel has the form
where h(t, T) is the channel impulse response, t is time, T is the time variable for the channel impulse response at the time instant t, and v(t) is the channel noise. In [14] an HF band noise and interference model is provided for calculating v(t). In this paper, we limit v(t) to additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
In [14] , the impulse response h(t, T), of the WB-HF chan nel, is presented as
where Npp is the number of propagation paths and, for the nth propagation path, Pn (T) is the power delay profile, Dn (t, T) is the deterministic phase function and ' ifJn (t, T) is the stochastic modulating function.
The power delay profile of the nth propagation path is described as where
An is the maximum value of the power delay profile, L':-.n controls the width of the profile, T e , n is the peak position of the profile, an controls the symmetry of the profile, and fU is the Gamma function. Values of Pn (T) below a threshold, AT, are set to zero. The deterministic phase function describes the dependence of the Doppler shift on T. It is given by (5) In this equation, mn is the rate of change of the Doppler shift with respect to T, and is , n is the Doppler shift at T = T e , n ' For some HF channels this T dependent Doppler shift is very small. For the simulations in this paper, we set Dn (t, T) = l.
The stochastic modulating function, 'ifJn(t, T), for each T, is a complex Gaussian random process. The channel model assumes uncorrelated scattering. This means the samples of 'ifJn(t, T) for different values of T are independent of one an other. With respect to t, 'ifJn (t, T) is correlated. This correlation is described by a Doppler spectrum. In [14] , the choices of the Gaussian and Lorentzian Doppler spectra were found to have good match with measured results. For the simulations in this paper, a Gaussian Doppler spectrum is used.
Unfortunately, [14] provides very limited guidance for the choices of parameters of the WB-HF channel model. The approach we have taken in this paper is to adjust the chan nel model parameters so that the scattering function of the simulated channel will be similar to the scattering function of the reported measured channels. Several papers give scattering function plots for HF channel measurements, [14] , [17] , [18] .
In this paper, we consider three different channels: 1) AWGN channel: For this case, the WB-HF channel is bypassed, and only A WGN is added to the transmit signal. This will be used as a base to compare the performance of the FB-MC-SS over more realistic channels.
2) Daytime quiet: The channel model parameters are ad justed to obtain a channel with the Doppler and delay spread give in Table 2 of [17] .These parameters are given in Table I. 3) Nighttime disturbed: The channel model parameters are adjusted to obtain a channel similar to the channel presented in Fig. 26 of [17] . These parameters are given in Table I . Fig. 1 presents a scattering plot of this channel, and Fig. 2 presents a snapshot of the magnitudes of its impulse response samples for a 24 kHz bandwidth. Fig. 3 shows the amplitude response of this snapshot in the frequency domain. These plots show that there are many resolvable multipath components and a broad frequency diversity over the band of interest.
Testing the FB-MC-SS waveform over a range of delay and Doppler spreads is important for its characterization as a waveform candidate. To do this, the Doppler spread and the parameter � of the nighttime disturbed channel are varied to examine a broad set of channel conditions. We note that the parameter � determines the delay spread of the channel. where s[n] is the input symbols and T is the symbol period. In the diagram, N is the number of subcarriers, rk are a set of spreading gains with unit magnitude that apply a phase shift to each of the subcarriers, h( t) is a square-root raised-cosine (SRRC) filter with the roll-off factor ex = 1 and fk are the centers of the subcarrier bands which have 2kjT spacing. This choice of ex and subcarrier spacing result in non-overlapping subcarriers. In this waveform, the spreading is limited to be over all subcarriers and not over time. Although we are only consider ing this one spreading scenario, most of the developments in this paper work when spreading is across time and frequency or over a subset of the subcarriers. For instance, multiple data symbols could be interleaved across the subcarriers to increase the data rate.
The transmit signal may be written as, [5] ,
n k=O
This equation can be rearranged as
A block diagram of the FB-MC-SS transmitter is shown in where
Using equation ( A packet based waveform is considered in this paper. Each packet consists of a preamble section and a data section. 
IV. PEAK TO AV ERAGE POWER RATIO
PAPR is an important design parameter that should be considered when evaluating a communication waveform. In particular, in the case of HF channels, where high power am plifiers are used at the transmitter output, PAPR minimization is very desirable.
In FB-MC-SS, PAPR is determined by the pulse-shaping filter g(t). Any high peak in g(t) can lead to a large PAPR. At the same time, recalling (8), we note that to avoid high peaks in g(t), both h(t) and p(t) should be free of high peaks. The prototype filter h(t) is a fixed choice in FB-MC-SS; a SRRC pulse-shape. It is a smooth pulse free of any high peak. Hence, to minimize PAPR, p(t) or equivalently rkS, should be chosen
properly.
The previous publications on FB-MC-SS, [5] and [6] , have suggested the Zadoff-Chu sequence [19] , [20] as a good choice for the spreading gains that results in a low PAPR. In our research, we have found that the PAPR results of [5] and [6] can be further improved by making use of the optimization procedure that has been proposed by Friese, [21] . Friese has proposed a procedure for minimization of the crest factor of any summation like (9) . We note that the crest factor and PAPR are equivalent quantities. The crest factor is the square root of the PAPR. Table II presents summary results of two design examples. As seen, the Friese optimization is very effective in reducing the crest factor of p( t) and that in turn results in about 2 dB improvement in the PAPR of FB-MC-SS. The previous papers on FB-MC-SS, [5] and [6] , have made the assumption that the duration of the channel impulse response is significantly smaller than the symbol period, T.
This results in a matched filter output that is a train of distinct narrow pulses at an interval T 12. These pulses were used for timing and carrier recovery. In this paper, where we are targeting the HF channel and a relatively fast symbol rate, the duration of the channel impulse response may be comparable to T. As a result, the pulses at the matched filter output can no longer be considered as narrow. Hence, the methods developed in [5] and [6] are not applicable to the case of interest in this paper. Therefore, new methods have to be developed for synchronization.
A block diagram of the receiver that is proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 6 . The input to the receiver, y[n], is the RF signal after demodulation and sampling. The receiver performs packet detection, timing recovery, and maximum ratio combining (MRC) to obtain a set of estimates s[n] of the transmitted symbols s[n]. These operations are performed after analyzing y[n] into its respective subcarrier bands. To allow this, the output of the analysis filter bank is kept at a rate K times faster than the symbol rate, liT. Decimation to symbol rate occurs after timing recovery. Next, we present the details of each block in Fig. 6 , separately.
A. Analysis Filter Bank Fig. 7 presents details of the analysis filter bank that we use.
For each subcarrier band, y[n] is down converted to baseband and matched filtered using the prototype filter h[n]. The output of the matched filters are then decimated by a factor of L I K.
B. Packet Detection
The purpose of packet detection is to locate the preamble at the beginning of each packet. Packet detection occurs before synchronization steps so it must be performed non-coherently. The sample rate of the packet detector inputs (the outputs of the analysis filter bank) is K times the symbol rate. For packet detection, these oversampled signals are treated as K separate signal sets that are sampled at the symbol rate and that each have a different timing phase. The packet detection algorithm is run independently on each of these K signal sets that are separated by the set index i.
A block diagram of the proposed packet detector, for a given timing phase index i, is shown in Fig. 8 . For each i, the outputs from the analysis filter bank are passed through a set of filters that are matched to the first preamble sequence, PI [n]. The 1 . 12 blocks take the magnitude squared of each output from these filters. Finally, these magnitude squared values are summed together to form the output zpd,dn]. The SNR and probability of missed detect for this packet detector are analyzed in an Appendix to this paper. K packet detectors are examined and the largest value in this set of data is assumed to mark the beginning of a packet [22] . If no packet is present or if the SNR is very low then this location may not mark the beginning of a packet. We thus use a follow-up step to verify a valid packet is detected. This follow-up step works as follows. The preamble of this packet is processed for data detection and the Hamming distance is calculated between P 2 [n] and the corresponding section of the detected preamble. If the Hamming distance is small, the packet is considered valid and the pay load section of the packet also goes through the data detection processes. Otherwise, detection is stopped and the next block of data from the packet detectors is examined. The blocks of length M samples are overlapped by Mpl samples to make sure all preambles in the incoming signal are covered. A reasonable choice of the parameter K has to be made. A larger K results in a greater number of packet detectors that need to be run in parallel, but results in one of the K packet detectors having a input signal with timing phase closer to the ideal timing phase. For our study, we have chosen K = 4. As the numerical results in Fig. 9 show, this choice of K incurs no observable reduction in the performance of the packet detector. Also, subsequent to packet detection, we use a fractional interpolator to fine tune the timing phase. Thus, any choice of K 2: 4 has no significant impact on the receiver performance.
The packet detection algorithm is fairly sensitive to carrier frequency offsets. Currently, to overcome this sensitivity, we run the packet detection algorithm multiple times over a range of possible frequency offsets. This solution has been effective. We investigated alternative packet detection algorithms that used differential detection. These algorithms could handle much greater frequency offset but did not work well at low SNR. We plan to study carrier frequency offset more thoroughly in future works.
C. Timing Recovery
The timing recovery block in Fig. 6 is a bank of N fractional interpolators that shift the sampling phase to its optimal position. The same fractional delay is applied to all subcarriers. The optimal timing phase is the timing phase that maximizes the signal power [23] . The outputs of the K packet detectors, when the signal is aligned with the preamble, give an estimate of the signal power for the K timing phases. To estimate the optimal timing, a quadratic polynomial is fit to these packet detector outputs [24] . This gives a quadratic equation relating the signal power versus timing phase. The timing phase that maximizes this polynomial is the optimal timing phase estimate.
D. Channel Estimation and Maximum Ratio Combining
The MRC block in Fig. 6 is an adaptive linear combiner that works as follows. During each symbol period, adaptive algorithms that track the channel and noise variance for each subcarrier are updated and the MRC coefficients are calculated accordingly.
The single tap channel for each subcarrier is estimated using the following recursive least squares adaptive algorithm [25] :
Here, A is the forgetting factor, Zk, t [n] is the analysis filter output for the k t h subcarrier after tuning of the timing phase and decimation, and s ' [n] are binary symbols that are chosen as follows. At the beginning of the packet, the adaptation is data directed using PI [n] . After the first preamble, the adaptation is decision directed using hard decisions of s[n] for s ' [n]. The forgetting factor A has a significant impact on the bit error rate performance. Choosing the optimal value of A is not straightforward since it varies with the channel condition. For this preliminary study, we demodulate the preamble and the first 250 payload symbols multiple times over a range of A values. The A value that results in the best SNR estimate is chosen and the full packet is demodulated.
The noise for each subcarrier is estimated using (13) and the noise variance is tracked using a moving average filter
where a is the forgetting factor of this moving average filter.
Using the same equations given in [5] , the MRC output is calculated as 
Polyphase techniques may be used for an efficient im plementation of the analysis filter bank, [23] , [26] . When polyphase techniques are used, the computational complexity of FB-MC is not significantly higher than OFDM [27] . For this reason and because the data rates that are being proposed are very small, implementation on a high performance software defined radio platform should not be an issue.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results presented in this section are for the case where T = 4 ms. This corresponds to a symbol rate is = liT = 250 symbols/second. The packet length parameters used in the simulations are M PI = 64, Mp2 = 32 and Md = 1000. Forward error correction (FEC) and interleaving are not included in our results. Accounting for the overhead from the preamble, the information bit rate is 228 bits/second, irrespective of the transmission bandwidth. Since we have fixed T, a wider bandwidth results in a larger value of N, hence, a larger processing gain and a more robust communi cation.
We examine two choices of N, 48 and 400. The first choice results in a transmission bandwidth of 24 kHz, a value that matches the existing wideband HF waveforms, [4] . The second choice results in a transmission bandwidth of 200 kHz. This is not in the current standards and, thus, may be thought of as a vision for future applications. What is interesting about this choice, as our simulations in this section show, is that the synthesized waveform may coexist with other radio activities over the same spectrum. Due to its very high processing gain, reliable signal communication is possible at a level significantly below the noise level. Our receiver can handle SNR values of as low as -20 dB. Also, thanks to MRC and filter bank processing, our receiver can mask out high power signals from narrowband transmission within the band of transmission.
The simulation results are presented as SNR (signal power divided by in-band noise power) varies. SNR is used instead of EslNo to highlight that the FB-MC-SS waveform can operate well below the noise floor. SNR can be converted to EslNo using the conversion EslNo = 2N x SNR.
Packet detector simulation results to confirm the accuracy of our approximations that have led to the SNR equation (24) and the probability of missed detect equation (27) are given first. The nighttime disturbed channel without any time variation was used for these simulations. The packet detector SNR is plotted in Fig. 9 . The SNR equation matches the simulated results very closely. In Fig. 10 the probability of missed detect is plotted. The simulation results are approximately 1 dB worse than those predicted by the equations for N = 48 and 0.5 dB worse for N = 400. This difference in performance is likely related to the Gaussian assumption that was used to derive (27) . A histogram of zpd[n] shows a longer tail on the right side of the distribution. This would lead to larger probability of missed detect than predicted by the theory. Fig. 10 shows that the packet detector works reliably at -17 dB when N = 48 and -23 dB when N = 400. BER curves are plotted in Fig. 11 for the 24 kHz waveform and in Fig. 12 for the 200 kHz waveform. Tables III and IV give the SNR required for BER = 10-3 over a range of delay and Doppler spread values. For some cases BER = 10-3 cannot be reached even at high SNR. These cases are labeled CL, for channel limited. The following observations can be made from these results:
• The 200 kHz and 24 kHz waveforms can function re liably at SNR values as low as -19 dB and -10 dB, respectively. This allows operation well below the noise floor, resulting in stealthy communication.
• The superior performance of the 200 kHz waveform over 24 kHz waveform comes from the larger processing gain of the former.
• Both waveforms can operate over a wide range of delay and Doppler spreads. This assures reliable communica tion in most HF channels.
• When the delay spread is small relative to the inverse of the waveform bandwidth, the BER curve exhibits an error floor. For example, see the daytime quiet BER curve in Fig. 11 . This is a result of a deep fade over the full signal bandwidth. This error floor can be corrected using coding and interleaving or by increasing the signal bandwidth, for greater frequency diversity.
• When the delay spread is 0. 125ms the 24 kHz waveform is channel limited, but the 200 kHz waveform works reliably. This is because the latter has eight times more resolvable multipaths than the former and, hence, eight times greater frequency diversity.
• The BER performance also degrades at the larger values of the delay spread. In particular, the results shown in Tables III and IV show noticeable degradation when the delay spread approaches the symbol period T = 4 ms.
This is because at this delay spread the frequency selec tivity at each subcarrier becomes more pronounced.
VII. COMPARISON WITH DS-SS
A significant benefit of FB-MC-SS over DS-SS is superior performance in partially jammed channels. This has been demonstrated in [6] , [8] , [9] . For example, [8] has demon strated that in the presence of partial band interference, MC-SS is always superior to DS-SS. Wideband HF channels are likely to have interference from other users. In [28] , the authors have proposed using cognitive radio techniques to locate 24 kHz blocks of HF spectrum that are interference free. This problem would be solved using FB-MC-SS because it can operate reliably in frequency bands that have significant interference. FB-MC-SS may have some benefits over DS-SS in a time varying multipath channel. In [10] , the authors have shown that for a relatively simple multipath channel and with per fect channel knowledge FB-MC-SS and DS-SS have nearly equivalent performance. Without channel knowledge and for channels with many multipaths DS-SS may not perform as well as FB-MC-SS because of the difficulty in estimating the rake receiver parameters. A detailed study of this idea is planned for future works.
Finally, we believe that FB-MC-SS will scale to higher data rates better than DS-SS. To increase the data rate of DS-SS systems the symbol rate is increased. This increase results in greater intersymbol interference which can cause performance loss. To increase the data rate of FB-MC-SS, multiple symbols may be interleaved across the subcarriers. 
VIII. CO NCLUSION
In this paper, we presented algorithms to enable transmis sion of the FB-MC-SS waveform in HF skywave channels. We started this paper with an overview of the wideband HF channel model from [14] . Several measured HF channels were simulated using this channel model. Our simulations showed that for wide band signals, the HF channel may have many multipath components. This severe multipath makes detection of the waveform challenging, but it also results in frequency diversity which enable more reliable communication. Next, the FB-MC-SS transmit waveform was introduced and a PAPR optimization algorithm was given. We were able to achieve PAPR values that are comparable to single carrier waveforms. Next, a receiver architecture that is suitable for the HF channel was presented. Algorithms were given for packet detection, timing recovery, and equalization. Analysis in the Appendix showed that the packet detection algorithms remain reliable at very low SNR values. Finally, simulation results were given that demonstrated the robustness of the system at low SNR and over a wide range of delay and Doppler spreads.
ApPENDIX

PACKET DETECTOR ANALYSIS
In this appendix, we derive the SNR and probability of missed detection equations for the packet detector that is introduced in Section V-B. where the norm of a vector is the sum of magnitude square of its elements. We use e[n] to denote the impulse response of the equivalent baseband channel, C(z) to denote its z-transform, and assume that (18) where lE[·] means statistical expectation. Each subcarrier band is approximated by a flat gain given by Ck = C( ej27r ik ) for
Equation (18) 
k=O
We note that this approximations is justified when N is large and the samples of Ck are sufficiently independent. We also assume that the transmitted data symbols s[n] belong to a PSK alphabet and satisfy the identity Is[n]1 = 1.
We now consider the packet detector shown Fig. 8 . As suming perfect symbol timing and considering the flat gain approximation over each subcarrier band, the kth subcarrier band channel can be modeled as 
B. Probability of Missed Detect
The probability of missed detect is the probability that the incorrect location for where a packet begins is chosen when a block of M samples from each of the K packet detectors are being evaluated. Since the largest sample in this set of data is assumed to be the start of packet, the probability of missed detect is the probability that any one of the samples of 
